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Remember, Remember (The Fifth of November)
The History of Britain in Bite-Sized Chunks
Judy Parkinson

Keynote
Each subject is presented in short, self-contained 'articles', designed to be dipped into on
the readers whim. Concise and authoritative, Remember, Remember makes history
interesting and accessible for everyone once again.

Description
'Claiming there are only 150 key things you really need to know that have
shaped in the story of Britain, this book delivers them in easy to swallow, bite-
sized chunks' - Best of British

A bestseller in 2008, Remember Remember has continued to enlighten and entertain
readers wanting to brush up on their history. 

Lively, exciting, full of great stories and humorous asides, this book looks at the key
events in British history, covering all the important dates, people and events. 

Each subject is presented in short, self-contained 'articles', designed to be dipped into on
the readers whim. Concise and authoritative, Remember, Remember makes history
interesting and accessible for everyone once again.

Sales Points
The Sunday Times bestselling romp through British history - now available in
paperback
Written by the author of fellow Sunday Times bestseller I Before E
Contains all the history you learnt at school - with the boring bits taken out - presented
in accessible, bite-sized chunks; from the Roman invasion to the end of the Second
World War
The hardback edition has sold over 125,000 copies to date - part of the bestselling I
Before E series which has sold over one million copies

Reviews
'C laiming there are only 150 key things you really need to know that have shaped in
the story of Britain, this book delivers them in easy to swallow, bite-sized chunks' -
Best of British
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